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1. The covid-19 narrative seems to be the deceptive outward appearance—the facade—that hides something difficult to
talk about and nearly impossible to believe:
• The most recent methods—nanotechnology & molecular biology—in the project to exterminate the majority of humankind
and to enslave the rest.

2. The context
• How the world works: For about 12,000 years, it seems the powerful few have ceaselessly disempowed the many (2).
• The relentless pursuit by people of the lie (page 2) throughout human history of two satanic transformations:
For themselves they want absolute and unassailable omniscience, omnipotence, and immortality.
For the rest of us they seek the opposite— ignorance, disempowerment, and premature death in blind obedience.
3. An interlocking set of radical programs of social, cultural, and economic tyranny called the Great Reset (3)

4. The covid-19 narrative seems to be the spin; the Great Reset, the masterplan. They both threaten our bodily, psychological, moral, and financial integrity.
• Understanding the dynamics of contemporary propaganda (4)

5. The perversion of medicine, science, and the law
• The corrected Covid-19 facts (5)
• The hidden agenda of genetic manipulation— ‘The Brotherhood of Death’ (6)
• The denial by ignoring the law (7) of safe, effective, and inexpensive outpatient early treatment for Covid-19, that could have
saved untold number of lives, minimized draconian lockdown, mask, & distancing measures, and rendered dangeorus vaccination unnecessary .
• Vaccine Harms— Cellular mimicry; antibody-dependent immune enhancement. Physicians & scientists warnings & pleas (8).

6. The Great Reset and Covid-19: A spiritual & biological warfare operation, the controlled demolition of everything, seeminly long in the making.
• Highlights of what appears to be covid-19 pre-planning:
2006 & 2007— The origins of the lockdown idea & forced school closings; the CDC’s pre-pandemic planning guidance (9).
2010 & 2020— The Rockefeller Foundation white papers: lockstep & covid-19 testing and tracking (10).
2018 & 2019— The European Union planned vaccine passports, and then issues vaccination roadmap; EU & WHO host a
Vaccination Summit on 09-12-2019 (11).
OCT 18, 2019— The World Economic Forum, the Bill and Melinda gates Foundation, and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health held coronavirus outbreak simulation exercise called EVENT 201 (12).
NOV 2020 — The World Economic Forum (WEF) & the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace issue a report
that further illuminates the hidden agenda of implanted nanotechnology for financial transactions (13).

• A Possible Progression from Vaccine Passports (14) to Digital Identity (15) to Full Spectrum Surveillance & Control.
Surveillance is a tool of power to perpetuate itself at the public’s expense: The example of GOOGLE (16).
A major function of surveillance is to know the adversary—YOU AND ME—to such an extent that we can be
manipulated into defeat.
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• The Covid-19 Vaccine Passports & the Chinese Social Credit System (17) have very similar IT platforms:

They are capable of spatio-temporal encoding and analysis and
Distribute multiform biometric autentication (fingerprints, retinal scans, and DNA samples) to the point of service of the most basic administrative processes in order to TIE IDENTITY to ALL of an individual’s transactions and
thus become tools of social control and coercion, when built in to digital vaccine passports, for example.
• TOTALITARIANISM is the attempt to COMPLETELY CONTROL SOCIETY and the individuals who live within it. To control the

most intimate aspects of our lives, our opinions, our beliefs. What we read, what we write, what we’re allowed to say, what
we’re allowed to think. Every little detail detail, no matter how small, not as a means to an end, but as AN END IN ITSELF.
That’s what makes it totalitarianism, not the jackboots and the concentration camps, but this attempt to COMPLETELY CONTROL SOCIETY .

7. WHO BENEFITS?
• Covid-19 and the Great Reset are human evil actions that bring profit to their masterminds—the people
of the lie—from the pain, suffering, and death they wilfully inflict (CHART 1 below).
8. SCRIPTURE TEACHES US HOW TO —WITHOUT FEAR— DENOUNCE THE INIQUITIES CONCEALED BY THE EVER
PRESENT COVID-19 NARRATIVE
• Matthew 7:15-16 RSV. Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves.

You will know them by their fruits.
• John 10:10. . The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I came that they may have life, and have it more abundantly.

Data from: https://inequality.org/great-divide/updates-billionaire-pandemic/

• Matthew 23:27-28 , KJV . Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees,

hypocrites! for ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed
appear beautiful out ward, but are within full of dead men's bones,
and of all uncleanness. Even so ye also outwardly appear righteous
unto men, but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity.

CHART 1
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9. We Must Choose Whether this Crises Will Be the Triumph of Death or the Fight for Our Future
ONE OF THE REASONS WHY CONFUSION is gaining ground in the world is that we are afraid to face its real causes. We

believe in a thousand evils, guard against a thousand dangers, but we have ceased to believe in Evil and face the real
Danger. To demonstrate the reality of the Devil in the world is not to increase fear, but TO RESTORE FEAR TO ITS PROPER OBJECT. Deni de Rougemont, Talk of the Devil, London: Eyre, 1945, p. xi.

As an economic systm, capitalism is based on fraud that
can no longer be sustained and therefore it must be replaced.
The corona virus pandemic is not the cause of economic
collapse but was brought about to explain it and to hide
its true origins.
Advances in digital technology will render human beings
as a work force unecessary and useless to the elite.
The most powerful elite have therefore decided to eliminate most of humankind and enslave the rest.
PERFECTING OLD EVIL AIMS

Throughout human history, PEOPLE OF THE LIE have relentlessly pursued TWO SATANIC TRANSFORMATIONS.
For themselves they want absolute and unassailable omniscience, omnipotence, and immortality. For the rest of
us they seek the opposite— ignorance, disempowerment,
and premature death in blind obedience.
COVID-19 and the GREAT RESET are some of the new

names for the old hegemonic ideology that undergirds A
CULTURE SYSTEM of suspicion, dread, divisiveness, and
death, which—with no holds barred—people of the lie
continue to swiftly impose upon us.
With artificial intelligence (AI), the scour of their EUGENICIST-TRANSHUMANIST AGENDA is now perfectedenough for global dominance and destruction. Sweetly
presented as progress, such an agenda is being mendaciously called the FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION.
The COVID-19 COERCED VACCINATION program is indispensible to their mass genetic-manipulation―robotization―sterilization―depopulation-dispossession plans.
Scientists such as Drs. Michael Yeadon (n), Sucharit
Bhakdi, and Dolores Cahill are warning us how vaccines
can be used as tools of human extermination.
In this predicament, to have hope we must first, WITH
GOD’S HELP, look at these truths in the eye. The

profiteers’evil actions—not the virus—must be the proper
object of our fear.
TRIONFO DELLA MORTE, ANONYMOUS, 1446, THE GALLERIA, PALAZZO ABBATELLIS, PALERMO, ITALY.

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye
may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

Ephesians 6: 10-12

Only by speaking out IN THE LORD’S NAME is hope possible. Only by MAKING THEIR HIDDEN EVIL MANIFEST.
To have hope we must also remember that our unique
dignity as human beings is to have been lovingly created
in God’s own image, to live our lives before God, in loving
resposibility toward Him and other people.

